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Chapter 1

Nature - Is
Your Heritage
In this small booklet, I hope to demonstrate the
obvious. Connection to nature makes everything
work better.

Nature is the Perfect Solution.

Section 1

Nature - The Perfect Solution
WHY NATURE WORKS FOR YOU

Your business will run better, your family will be happier, your life will last longer

1. Nature the Perfect Solution

and healthier, your love and romance will be undeniably smoother and your

2. The best meditation
3. The healthiest gym
4. The secret of longevity
5. the Ideal Way to clear your mind
6. The best leadership model

meditation the most potent, simply by using nature as your guid in life.
My mission is to help you and the rest of the world reconnect to the real, deep and
profound essence of nature. We've lost that connection with high rise buildings,
competitive sport, busy-ness, TV and an unconscious attraction to being
somewhere else.
A simple mistake can be over complicating this reconnection to nature. It's not

7. The most romantic

about flying around the world to exotic places, although there's nothing wrong

8. The fastest recovery

with that, it's more about standing barefoot on a small slice of green grass,

9. The best stress preventative
10.The cheapest medicine
11. The perfect therapy preventative
12. More....

stopping once in a while to enjoy a tree, patting a dog or laughing at the antics of
pigeons cleaning our parks.
The key to reconnecting with nature is simplicity. You don't need a multi million
dollar yacht either, nor Himalayan ice axes or even a ball. You simply need to turn
up. But turning up, for some people is a nightmare. In this little ebook, I'll simplify
that too.
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Section 2

Nature - The Best Meditation
Look back through history and you will find that all the great
prophets and leaders of our times went to nature for inspiration.
The Buddha, Jesus, Krishna, Mohamed, Lao Tsu, Confucius all
went to nature for enlightenment. It’s the greatest university of all.
However, they didn’t just go for a walk with their mobile phone in
one ear and worries filling their mind. They really did know how
to “Turn Up” in nature and that’s the key. It’s not just about being
in nature, it’s about really spending a few minutes in nature and
“Turning Up” 100%. (more about this later in the booklet)
Just for now, here are a few tips on Nature For Meditation:
• Try to be alone
• Turn your phone to silent or vibrate
• Finish eating and drinking, empty your hands
• Hold something from nature you picked up nearby
• Empty your mind (skill later in booklet)
• Find beauty in what you see
• Be aware of your other senses and be satisfied
• Be Content by repeating “I need nothing, I want nothing and
therefore I have everything”
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Section 3

The Healthiest Gym
The origin of Yoga, the history of sport, the dynamics of martial
arts and even the roots of body building all derived from being
outdoors in nature. As commercial interests took hold, the
vulnerability of weather send people searching for spaces
immune from weather variables and with that, we lost something.
Running on a beach, playing in a park, even walking in the rain
are spectacular forms of health giving, life preserving, body
sculpting exercise. Add skipping, handstands and a few pushups
and sure, our hands get dirty but we connect to the earth, and
that, it seems is one of the most important elements, long
ignored in gyms and health programs - Grounding.
Free radicals build up in our body, the grounding our body to the
earth discharges them. Oxidation builds up in our body,
grounding to the earth discharges it. Tiredness accumulates in
the cells of our body, grounding to the earth regenerates us.
So, what’s needed for grounding ourselves to the earth? No
shoes, walking on grass (damp is best), sand (walking or running
where ocean meets sand is the absolute ideal) and now there’s a
whole other culture of providing devices to put beneath your feet
at the office or at home, even under the bed, and the feedback is
amazing. (See Article on My Blog)
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Section 4

The Secret of Longevity
Another emerging field of research surrounding human

pungent compounds has tremendous health benefits that are

interactions with nature, known as Shinrin-yoku in Japan,

difficult to reap in the urban and built environments that confine

continues to provide solid evidence of the benefits of natural

so many individuals today.

environments on human health. Shinrin-yoku is the ancient
Japanese practice of restorative walks through natural settings,
most often forests. In English, Shinrin-yoku directly translates to
“forest bathing”. Forest bathing experiments were conducted
among 87 non-insulin-dependent diabetics over the course of six
years to test Shinrin-yoku’s ability to effectively decrease blood
glucose levels in patients. After walking 3-6 kilometers in the
forest, blood glucose levels dropped on average from 179
milligrams to 109 milligrams. To ensure that this was attributable
to the forest environment, rather than simply the aerobic activity
of walking, patients were also monitored while exercising on
indoor treadmills and in indoor pools. compared with these forms
of exercise, which effectively reduced blood glucose levels by
21.2%, forest bathing decreased blood glucose by an impressive
39.7% (Ohtsuka, 1998). Within forests, human hormonal
secretion and autonomic nervous functions are stabilised as we
breathe in organic compounds called phytoncides excreted by
the forest. New Shinrin-yoku studies show that inhaling these
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Section 5

The Ideal Way to Clear Your Mind
We’ve noted the benefits of meditation in nature, but there’s
another profound benefit to getting away from the office desk,
car, TV or pub and taking a bit of time outside.
Exposure to natural light serves to balance our hormonal levels of
serotonin (linked to our mood) and inhibit the production of
melatonin (used to regulate sleep). When there is an imbalance of
serotonin and melatonin in our bodies, our sleep-wake pattern is
disturbed, which in turn inhibits our neurological and immune
system functions. To enable our bodies to reach an optimal
hormonal balance, natural daylighting provides the greatest
amount of lux, or unit of luminance, and the specific wavelengths
of light needed by the human body to establish and maintain the
serotonin-melatonin balance. Sunlight on a clear day is 500 to
1,000 times greater than artificial lighting (Boyce, 2010). This is
an important consideration while designing indoor environments
to incorporate more natural light.
So, it’s not just beneficial to take a break and stretch, the real
key, even on a rainy day, is to get some exposure to daylight
direct. Did you know that light at night is still daylight, the stars
illuminate the sky, the moon is reflecting sunlight. So, even at
night there’s a benefit to being outdoors. (Blog Article)
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Section 6

The Best Leadership Model
Researchers have investigated and widely documented various

their overall satisfaction. Small improvements in productivity and

physiological and psychological effects of exposure to nature.

reduced absenteeism could boost profits and the bottom line

The results of these studies—spanning recovery rates of hospital

more dramatically than reducing energy costs. In short,

patients through retail sales trends affected by daylighting—often

productivity drives profit. And nature drives productivity. (See

express increases in emotional value. However, the economic

Blog Article Here)

benefits of reconnecting people to nature are often overlooked
because of the difficulty of quantifying the variables associated
with the positive outcomes. By assigning value to a variety of
indicators influenced by biophilic design, the business case for
biophilia proves that disregarding humans’ inclination towards
nature is simultaneously denying potential for positive financial
growth.
Over the last quarter century, case studies have documented the
advantages of bringing nature to business, including improved
stress recovery rates, lower blood pressure, improved cognitive
functions, enhanced mental stamina and focus, decreased
violence and criminal activity, elevated moods, and increased
learning rates.
These statistics make it clear that the smartest economic
investment is an investment in employees, their productivity, and
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Section 7

The Most Romantic
Nature is romantic. Walking on the beach, strolling through a
park, sitting by a river bank, or just a simple picnic under a tree.
The best and most romantic evenings are often inexpensive wine
and cheese treats, spread on a warm blanket in nature.
I’ve dined in the best restaurants in the world, and spent a
fortune on hotels in exotic locations exploring romance with my
partner, but I’ve got to confess, those simple ten minute walks
from home, with a basket of treats and an hour lying on the grass
at the local park are as good if not better.
All human struggle comes from the separation from nature, and
relationships are a part of that. Couples who can turn off the
phone and hold hands in silence on the beach or simply sit
watching the sunset without alcohol or iPods to distract them,
find love.
We complicate love. We turn it into conditional experience, into
emotional games when really, it is, in its perfection simply
silence, in nature, undistracted.
You can download a PDF version of my Relationship Report Here
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Section 8

The Fastest Recovery
Optimising Your Insulin Levels is Paramount for a Long, Healthy
Life
Having high insulin levels is a surefire way to speed up your
ageing process. According to Dr. Ron Rosedale, if there’s a single
marker for lifespan, it would be insulin, specifically insulin
sensitivity. Insulin resistance is the basis of virtually ALL of
chronic diseases of ageing, and one of the primary reasons for
this is because it promotes chronic inflammation throughout your
body.
Unfortunately, many health care practitioners are still ignorant of
the profound influence that insulin has on health. Please
understand that a firm appreciation of insulin’s role is one of the
most important things you can do to optimise your health and
outlive the naysayers. The two most important elements for
normalising your insulin levels and avoiding insulin resistance
are:
1: Avoiding sugar/fructose and grains
2: Exercise in Nature (More on My Blog Here)
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Section 9

The Best Stress Preventative
Biophilia, the innate human attraction to nature, is a concept that

commiserating with animals, or even planting a small garden on

has been recognized for several decades by the scientific and

their property. In other words, a lack of nature seems to cause

design communities, and intuitively for hundreds of years by the

physical and mental health problems, while an exposure to

population at large. Biophilic design has often been regarded as

nature seems to improve physical and mental health.

a luxury for property owners who want the best possible
workplace for their employees, or who want to showcase their

Stress Alleviation

efforts to be more environmentally responsible. In reality,

The clear-cut, most obvious problem with work is job-related

improving community well-being through biophilia can impact

stress. We’re pushed too hard for too little pay. This can be

productivity costs and the bottom line.

stressful. We’re doing something we’d rather not, rather than

We’ve discussed the “nature-deficit disorder” running rampant
throughout contemporary society before. Kids are more likely to
control characters in video games who explore vast outdoor
worlds (and complain about the graphics “not being realistic
enough”) rather than get out and explore the real world
themselves (which has excellent graphics, a pretty snazzy
physics engine, and killer AI). Adults are likely to go entire days
without stopping to smell a flower, pluck a leaf, caress a blade of
grass, or even see a shred of foliage. We’ve also written about
some of the incredible health benefits that occur once people
correct that deficit and go forest bathing, or hiking, or

doing something we actually enjoy. This is stressful as well.
We’re competing with our workmates for promotions, pay raises,
or even just to keep our jobs. Such competition, especially
prolonged competition, can be stressful. We’re looking over our
shoulders, worrying about layoffs and mergers and fluctuations in
other markets that affect our employment. This can be stressful,
especially because so much is ultimately out of our immediate
control. It’s no wonder, then, that people assume that the stress
comes entirely from the actual work. Doing anything for eight
hours at a time, especially when you don’t particularly care for it
and particularly when you sit down the entire time with nary a
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break, can be draining and stressful. You toss in a long commute
and a boss you hate, and things get even worse.

Attention Restoration
For all intents and purposes, humans have two “types” of

But I think there’s much more to job-related stress than the job. I

attention: voluntary, or active attention; and involuntary, or

think the physical work environment – the office, the cubicle, the

passive attention. When we’re working (or reading, or writing, or

indoor lighting, the walls boxing you in, the uniform sameness of

watching a TV show, or trying to remember a phone number), we

it all – also plays a role, perhaps even the primary role. After all,

are using voluntary attention. We have chosen to direct our

evidence is mounting that nearly all lab animals are perpetually

attention toward this task, this task demands our full and

stressed, primarily because their natural habitats are vastly

sustained attention, and we are actively attending to it. An artist,

different than the lab habitat. If we’re in a similar position,

a craftsman, a teacher, a golfer, an insurance broker, a copywriter

spending a third of our days in physical environments that are

– they all use voluntary attention to do their thing. Everyone who

wholly alien to our genes, subject to lighting that’s not as bright

does anything does. Of course, voluntary attention takes a lot out

as the sun, windows that only some of the UV rays through, walls

of us. It’s tiring. It must be sustained, but it’s not indefinitely

that keep us penned in, chairs that keep us immobile, and a

sustainable. We need a break from it.

distinct lack of greenery, dirt, sand, silt, mud, muck, bugs, and
trees, increased stress is a likely result.

Involuntary attention refers to “soft fascination.” It’s watching two
birds in flight, an ant carrying food back to the nest, a leaf

As to why we should want to improve our experience at work and

fluttering down from the tree, carried by the wind. It’s hearing a

reduce stress, job-related stress isn’t just unpleasant and, well,

child’s cry, a trickling creek, a distant waterfall. It’s a respite from

stressful. It can also complicate, complement, and exacerbate

voluntary attention, because it doesn’t really require active

metabolic syndrome, raising triglycerides, blood pressure, and

engagement. It’s just there, and we’re observing it, almost like

the risk of renal and heart disease. Pretty hard to get those TPS

we’re “meant” to see this type of stuff on a regular basis without it

reports done with a failing kidney. Oh, and happier and less

occupying too much brain power.

stressed workers are also better workers. Overall, occupational
stress is a huge target. If we can reduce that by working outside,
we’ll probably have mitigated a big portion of the stress in our
lives.

If voluntary attention is like an intense workout, involuntary
attention is the low-intensity active recovery, the walking, the
mobility work, the cool down. We need both to be whole and
healthy and attentive. If we spend all our time engaged in
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voluntary, active attention – like 10 hour days at work, 2 hour

recently, the wild was all around most of us. Even if you lived in

commutes, and 2 hours of late night TV – our performance

the city or a village, nature was waiting outside the walls. Still we

declines, we get mental fatigue, and we’re less able to respond to

worked, and worked well. Why not now? Why not today?

novel situations and plan ahead. In short, we get overtrained.

As John Muir once said, ”Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over

Research shows that nature exposure is a way to foster

civilised people are beginning to find out that going to the

involuntary attention, since walking in the woods doesn’t require

mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity; that

us to “be on.” And if we move our work outside, to even just a

mountain parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains

small sliver of nature like a garden or a park, research shows that

of timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life.” Going

we can restore our attentional capacity, our balance between

outside is “going home.” Now just imagine if you could work from

voluntary and involuntary attention. Our voluntary attention is the

home, too.

precious, finite resource that allows us to excel at work-related
pursuits, and going into nature can replenish our stores of

Taking Responsibility

voluntary attention and, subsequently, our ability to work smarter

If you look at things through the lens of evolution, you notice that

and better. Why, it’s like using your laptop while it’s plugged in –

we’re doing things differently than we’ve ever done before.

you can operate at full screen brightness, have three browsers

People live in suburbs or urban centers. Rural communities are

with tons of tabs open, watch videos, render graphics, edit

shrinking, urban sprawl is widening. Green space is disappearing.

photos, and play music, all at the same time. Okay, so that’s

And we’re suffering. A lack of nature is incredibly unhealthy. Being

probably a bit of an exaggeration, but it will almost certainly help

in and around leaves and trees and sand and bugs and dirt and

your performance.

desert and all the rest is the natural state of the animal known as

There’s this idea that dallying in nature is wasteful, or that it’s time
that could be better spent being productive, making money
(especially for someone else!). I’m not buying it. For hundreds of

man. It’s home. It’s in our blood and in our genes. We might have
adapted to spending lots of time indoors, but not completely. The
evidence is all around us, if you just pay attention:

thousands of years, people have been making tools, setting traps,

The young child who runs around the park like a chicken with his

building homes, butchering beasts, discovering math, science,

head removed just to do it.

physics, and astronomy, all while living in or near nature. Until
12

The sullen teen, whose parents drag him kicking and screaming

Unfortunately, the benefits of working outdoors aren’t always

to the redwoods for a hike, who has to leave behind his iPhone,

obvious.

who enjoys himself despite his best efforts to the contrary.
That feeling when you walk through the grass with bare feet as
the sun dips below the horizon and you’re hit with a flood of
purples and pinks, where if you didn’t know better you wouldn’t
be able to tell if it was dawn or dusk.

If you’re the boss, either of employees or yourself switch
everything up and start working outside
• Meetings Outdoors
• Phone calls in the sun
• Take your Computer out into nature

And finally, the office worker who goes on vacation to Costa Rica,
does nothing but sit on the beach at the edge of a jungle teeming
with howler monkeys and impossibly brightly-colored birds for

• Use a note pad and pen every now and then
• Walking meetings - (Re Steve Jobs)

two weeks, and comes back healthier, happier, stress-free, and
down ten pounds.
Yeah, for a great many people, work stinks. Actually, let’s put that
a little differently: For a great many people, indoor work stinks.
What if it didn’t have to be like that? What if you could work
outside, commune with nature as you typed, feel the grass
underfoot as you brainstorm, and hear not the drone of the
overhead lighting but rather the chirp of the bird, the caw of the
crow, and the overpowering stillness of the outdoors? There’s
very little direct research dealing with the effect of working
outside versus indoors, but I think we can make some predictions
based on the considerable evidence for the benefits of being
outside in general.
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Section 10

The Cheapest Medicine
What do monks, priests, yogis, spiritual gurus, indigenous

views. The value proposition was clear: With a large number of

peoples, shaman, healers, medicine men and great

employees, profit margins grew significantly. construction costs

entrepreneurs have in common?

for the operable windows and the slight increase in square

The one thing they have in common is that they go to nature to
think, prepare, vision, clear their mind and get guidance. They go
to mountains, oceans, forests, lakes.

footage requirements (due to rearranging employees’
workstations to allow access to natural views) totalled $1,000 per
employee, whereas the annual productivity savings averaged
$2,990 per employee. The initial investment payback was

They go to these places to retreat. They retreat because in the

achieved within 4 months, with long-term productivity

city it’s hard to think clearly, but if every time you want to

improvements yielding increased profits. This is a benchmark any

rejuvenate your mind you jump a bus to a forest, you’ll be taking

company could justify and feasibly achieve if this biophilic

more time traveling than retreating. More on My Blog

application were adopted (Heschong, 2003c; loftness, 2008).

Economically, the value of a view to nature has been quantified.

When deciding where to invest money internally within a
company, the data shows that there is a comparative advantage

Strategic seating arrangements at the Sacramento Municipal

to investing in the employees. A typical company of 1000

Utility District call centre revealed surprisingly variable worker

employees, with an average compensation cost per employee of

performance results (Heschong, 2003c). The numbers of calls

$33.24 per hour, could increase its profits by $3.9 million annually

handled per hour by employees with seated access to views of

just by increasing its productivity margin as little as 6%. If this

vegetation through large windows from their cubicles far

company takes measures to retain employees, the cost of

surpassed the number of calls handled per hour by employees

turnover for one position can be avoided. The costs of

with no view of the outdoors. Researchers concluded that those

termination, replacement, and the loss in productivity equate to

with views of nature handled calls 6-7% faster than those with no
14

$1,000, $9,000, and $15,875 respectively per employee. This
means that losing one employee due to dissatisfaction, illness, or

Hospitals and Health Care with Nature

poor work environment could cost the organisation $25,875 on

From by Terrapin Bright Green llc

average (loftness, 2007).

Despite the downturn in the economy, spending in the healthcare

These new research results are shifting the trend toward better

sector is at an all-time high and is continuing to grow. In 2009, the

building design, using biophilia to revolutionise the way
employers attract employees. Major companies, such as Herman
Miller, use their lush landscape and green building to entice top
candidate employees to join their organisation; the Bank of
America Tower at One Bryant Park in Manhattan was designed to
ensure that 90% of all employees had views to parks, green roofs
and/or rivers, specifically to create an iconic building with the

United States spent almost $2.5 trillion on healthcare (US
Department of Health and Human Services, 2009a). The Office of
the Actuary of centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
anticipates this number to increase an additional 6.7% by 2017.
current research that demonstrates incorporating even the
smallest elements of biophilia into the healthcare industry can
reduce the cost of both patient care and staffing while improving

explicit purpose of attracting and retaining the best employees.

medical outcomes.

Another comparative examination of an old office space

In 2010, the United States spent $40 billion on healthcare

characterised by poor lighting and air quality versus a healthy,
brightly day-lit office showed greater activation of hormonal
stress in the former and significantly less headaches in the latter
(Thayer et al., 2010). Because high levels of hormonal and cranial
stress are strongly associated with advancing coronary heart
disease—a disease that costs Americans over $108 billion a year
— the physical environment of the workplace can play a role in
better health in both short- and long-term situations.

construction (US Department of commerce, 2011). If biophilic
design strategies, including gardens and access to daylight, are
considered during the construction phase, the prospect exists to
cut operational costs that compound over the span of a hospital’s
life cycle. Over fifty studies have been published that associate
biophilic elements as primary influences for faster recovery rates
for patients, decreased dependency on medication, reduced staff
and family stress, and improved emotional wellness as a result of
natural daylighting and views to nature.
In 1984, Roger Ulrich pioneered a seminal study to measure the
influence of natural and urban sceneries on patients recovering
15

from gallbladder surgery. Some patients were provided with views

took place in the United States, resulting in hospital stays that

to nature, whereas others looked at brick walls. With all other

averaged 4.8 days (Hall et al., 2010). In Ulrich’s study of patients

variables equal, his findings revealed accelerated recovery rates

recovering from gall bladder surgery, he found that a view to

and reduced stress for the patients who had views of nature. On

nature resulted in a hospital stay that was 8.5% shorter (Ulrich,

average, patients whose windows overlooked a scene of nature

1984). If we apply this percentage to the 4.8 day hospital stay it

were released after 7.96 days, compared with the 8.71 days it

normally takes to recover from major surgery, we estimate that

took for patients whose views were of the hospital’s exterior walls

the average length in hospital stay will decrease by roughly half a

to recover sufficiently to be released—a decrease of 8.5% (Ulrich,

day (.41 days). Given that the national average expense per diem

1984). Breaking down this study into economic terms yields a

of a hospital stay after surgery is $5,059, and that the number of

significant cost reduction to the patient and the hospital at large.

surgeries in the United States has remained relatively stable since

According to the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the

2007, we estimate that the nationwide savings per year due to

average expenditure per diem for a hospital stay after surgery in

reduced hospital stay associated with major surgery is

2004 was $5,059 (Machlin & carper, 2007). Applied to Ulrich’s

$93,324,031 (Machlin & carper, 2007). Again, the purpose of this

study of 46 patients, the cost of patient care could have been

calculation is not to pinpoint an exact industry cost savings, but

reduced by over $161,000 if patients were released just one day

rather to generate an idea of what the macroeconomic impacts of

sooner. While this is not a hard and fast calculation of cost

biophilic design are on the healthcare industry (see Appendix).

savings, it speaks to the general magnitude of savings that a
biophilically designed hospital might be able to achieve.

Other reports support Ulrich’s findings. A 1996 study conducted
by Beauchemin and Hays found a decreased length of stay for

As providers attempt to reduce patients’ average length of stay in

patients in sunny, daylit rooms, when compared with those in dull

hospitals due to the rising per diem costs of inpatient care,

rooms with artificial lighting (Beauchemin & Hays, 1996). In the

biophilic design strategies serve as a catalyst and cost-effective

study of 174 patients with bipolar disorder and depression, those

method to achieve these savings. It is promising to imagine the

staying in naturally daylit units were released after an average of

overwhelmingly positive economic savings across the 5,795

16.7 days, while patients in dully lit rooms stayed an average of

hospitals in the country if each patient were given the opportunity

19.5 days; this was an average length of 2.6 days more for

to recover in rooms with views of nature (American Hospital

patients lacking access to natural light. A similar study conducted

Association, 2010). In 2007, 44,993 major operational procedures

in 2001 found a mean stay that was 3.67 days shorter for bipolar
16

patients in rooms with direct morning sunlight when compared

The benefits accrued from exposure to nature extend not only to

with those who had none (Benedetti et al., 2001). Yet again,

patients, but are also significant for hospital staff, considering that

biophilic design strategies reveal opportunities for increased cost

the alertness of nurses in hospitals is crucial to the comfort and

savings; pharmaeconomists at the University of Texas estimate

health of patients. Nurses and hospital staff feel the effects of

that each case of treated bipolar disorder costs a minimum of

anxiety, depression, and lower job satisfaction when they have

$11,720 (Begley et al., 1998). If one applies this number to the

limited access to views to nature or contact with the outdoors.

context of the work of Benedetti et al., and if a fraction of this

conversely, staff members recover from stress more easily and

value was deducted because of reduced treatment time,

perform better when provided with access to gardens and

$271,904 could have potentially been avoided had the other 87

sunlight.

patients in this study also been released earlier as a result of
recovering in naturally lit rooms.

Evidence suggests that natural light, access to nature, and views
of nature should be incorporated into design for healthcare

Healing gardens have repeatedly been found to evoke

facilities. While there are initial upfront costs to this design, the

pleasurable memories, promote good health, and act as a place

payback is in quantifiable patient and staff benefits. Even though

of social connectivity for patients. The benefits of nature in the

design in the healthcare field has only recently generated

hospital setting extend to family members and visitors as well; an

attention, conscientious scientific studies continue to support the

overwhelming 95% of all people visiting inpatients, surveyed

integration of nature into hospital settings for patient wellness,

across four independent hospitals, reported feeling more relaxed,

increased profit margins, and reduced hospital budgets. Each of

rejuvenated, and positive. They also reported feeling less stressed

these health benefits has dual economic advantages that reflect

and more able to cope with the situation (Marcus & Barnes,

the value of evidence-based biophilic design for hospitals.

1995). The evidence-based design research and results have
been so compelling that Naomi Sachs of the Therapeutic

Complete Article Here

landscapes Resource center estimates that between 280-570
hospitals in America have incorporated large-scale healing
gardens into their design layout to provide patients with a sense
of control, physical movement, and access to nature as a positive
distraction (Domke, 2008).
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Section 11

The Perfect Therapy Preventative
Although the concept of Nature’s Benefit to Human Beings

mental fatigue. This combination induces stress, frustration,

(biophilia) is relatively straightforward to grasp, the neurological

irritability, and distraction.

and physiological underpinnings and their impacts on the
environment are critical for one to truly appreciate its value.

In contrast, human interaction with nature provides an increase in
parasympathetic activity (resulting in better bodily function and

The millions of neural channels in our brain link to the human

reduced sympathetic activity. The result is decreased stress and

body’s autonomic nervous system. This system consists of two

irritability, and the increased ability to concentrate.

elements: the sympathetic and the parasympathetic systems.
The sympathetic system (outer wealth or ego) stimulates the
human body when cognitive function is needed. The
parasympathetic (Innerwealth) system serves to relax the body,
and is used for internal processes such as digestion.

Neuroscientists have found that views of complex, dynamic
natural scenes trigger many more interactions of the mu (opioid)
receptors in the large rear portion of the visual cortex. Viewing
nature is literally a pleasurable experience. Views with less visual
richness, such as a blank wall or a tree-less street, are processed

When the body’s natural balance of sympathetic and

in the small forward portion of the visual cortex and trigger far

parasympathetic is achieved, (Love To) the body is in the ideal

fewer of the mu receptors, triggering less pleasurable mental

state of homeostasis.

reactions (Biederman & Vessel, 2006). In contrast, movement in a

In chaotic and unsettling environments, the body’s sympathetic
system is highly engaged in a “fight-or-flight” (Got To) mindset

natural setting, such as waves, leaves in a breeze, fish swimming
in an aquarium, or a flickering fire, capture and hold our attention.

where, concurrently, the parasympathetic system is suppressed,

Other physiological effects of exposure to nature are well

disrupting our natural balance and resulting in energy drain and

documented. For example, the effects of walking through forest
atmospheres versus urban areas have been documented by
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comparing the salivary cortisol, blood pressure, and heart rate of

See the Full Article At My Blog

subjects. On average, salivary cortisol (a stress hormone) was
13.4-15.8% lower, pulse rate was reduced by 3.9-6.0%, and
systolic blood pressure was lower in individuals who walked
through the forest, compared with those who walked through
urban areas. Most impressive, overall parasympathetic activity—
which occurs when we feel relaxed— increased by 56.1%,
whereas sympathetic activity—which occurs when we feel
stressed—decreased by 19.4% in subjects who walked through
the forest (Park, 2010). These studies support Kaplan and
Kaplan’s Attention Restoration Theory (ART): that nature serves
as a positive restorative environment for humans and is an
effective platform for stress management, health promotion,
psychotherapy, and disease deterrence.
Stress is a known cause of both mental health disorders and
cardiovascular diseases. According to the World Health
Organization, mental health disorders and cardiovascular
diseases are expected to be the two prime contributing factors to
illnesses worldwide by 2020 (WHO, 2008). Treatment for
cardiovascular disorders account for $1 of every $6 spent on
healthcare in America (cDc, 2011). If workers are faced with
nowhere to relieve stress in the office, the premature onset of
psychiatric, stress-induced, and anxiety-related illnesses can
surface (cDc, 2011). Studies show that our ability to directly
access nature can alleviate feelings of stress, thus bolstering the
case for biophilia in the workplace (Grahn & Stigsdotter, 2010).
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Section 12

More - The Laws Of Nature
We live in revolutionary times and our lives are being altered in
ways we cannot predict. Every major institution is being
transformed. Our most deeply held values are in dispute and the
nature of personal relationships is changing drastically.
We need, more than ever, to reconnect with nature.
If we stand in reverence to nature we see that human action and
nature’s action are not disconnected. The fact that nature
evolves, grows, adapts and changes may be a great metaphor
for our own lives.
The laws of nature are universal – they neither change from place
to place nor conform to human expectations. They are equalopportunity. They don’t care about your race, age, gender or
education.
If you want the keys to life’s mastery, emulate nature.
And the Best Way to Do that Is to Live with The Laws of
Nature.
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Chapter 2

Bringing
Nature To
Work
Great team cohesion, individual stress reduction,
productivity increases, improved communication,
better customer service, more sustainable
engagement and reduced absenteeism, workers
compensation and mental/physical health cost... all
from Biophilia ... Human’s Natural Engagement with
Nature - and what’s best? It’s free and unlimited. It’s
your human right...

Section 1

Bringing Nature to Work
SECTIONS

The premier study on the impact of nature in your work and team development has

1. Bring Nature to Work

been presented in the PDF by http://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/

2. Building Cultures (bubbles)

This study presents the incredible opportunity you have to bring nature to work.

3. Nourish Your Roots

This includes your environment, your recovery time, your meetings and more.

4. Environmental Impact Study

However, there is another opportunity lurking within the realms of nature in your

5. Collaborations

work and that presents itself as working, thinking and living connected to nature.

6. Daily Growth

To achieve that, we need to understand how nature works. There is no chaos in

7. Turning Up 110%/Turning Off 110%

nature, only apparent chaos. By understanding the order in the chaos in nature

8. Avoid the Squeaky Wheel Syndrome
9. Your True Nature
10.Grounding Yourself

you are able to bring the harmony that is felt through immersion in nature
environmentally, into your behaviour, communication and teamwork. It’s another
incredible leap in work effectiveness, enjoyment and health.
This chapter presents some of the greatest insights about workplace nature, team

11.Nature Deficit Disorder Signals

performance and Biophilia... It’s an extraordinary leap forward in lifestyle, team

12. Good Weather Reports

dynamics and workplace performance. Probably one of the greatest leaps in

13. Tsunami Warnings
14. Clearing the Fog

human workplace design of the past 100 years.
Although we scratch the surface here, the opportunities are truly unlimited.

15. Understanding the Herd (leadership)
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Section 2

Team Brands - Building Cultures - Making Bubbles
In nature, trees of s similar specie thrive in large forests, animals

violence. If the purpose is peace then the leader will have the

gather in packs, herds, prides, pods and gaggles. It’s nature’s

greatest certainty in justifying that order.

way to build bubbles in which individuals thrive in collaboration
with other like minded, like natured, specie.

So, where nature might define leadership as the survival of the
fittest, humans have translated that to mean, the one in control.

For humans this capacity to collaborate in like minded groups

Where control is the dominant focus of the particular group. A

leads to cultures inside bubbles of agreement that are unique

business group whose focus is purely income will be led by the

and quite different to the culture’s and agreements outside of it.

one who determines that. “the one who signs the checks in a

Religious groups, sport clubs, communities, elitist groups,

small business, leads it.”’

antagonistic anti-social groups and more. People love to collect
and group in like minded association, whether the “like
mindedness” is healthy or not, doesn’t make much difference in
the short term at least.

We also create teams and companies within bubbles. Inside
these bubbles the environment can be unique and completely
different to the environment outside of it. If the world inside the
bubble supports and adds value what comes out can be used,

Nature also has a way of organising these bubbles of brand. The

sold and shared. If however, the environment inside the bubble

tallest tree dominates the forest and leads the others. The

called team or company is unhealthy, then, the environment

strongest and fittest animal controls the order within the herd.

outside the bubble will reject whatever is sent out.

Humans are more complex. If the environment inside their bubble

For a SOHO - single operator business owner, the bubble is

is intended the incite violence then the organising principle, the

within themselves, their self talk and personal life, but as the

leader, will have the greatest certainty about justifying that

company and team grows, so the collusion of others becomes
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the key ingredient of the environment within the bubble and
therefor the results produced from it.
Bubbles are created to make it safe for people to contribute. They
are places of encouragement, contribution and comfort to be
amongst like minded people. We often hear the quote “success
breeds success” and it’s hard to argue that a successful team is
hard to beat. That mindset of a winning formula becomes the
brand, and while nothing changes, it will remain superior to other
teams.
The bubble is a wonderful place, whether it’s a family,
relationship, team, business, religion, community, school group or
an alumni but the world of nature is a competitive environment
and unrest is always just around the corner.
Groups compete for power, they attack each other, individuals
compete for resources, environments change, markets shift,
leaders become complacent and other teams are always
improving by emulation or survival instinct.
So the question is: “What is it going to feel like to be inside your
special bubble? As an individual this means your “inner-wealth”
but as a team, these are the rules, the culture, the experience that
makes the environment inside your team a wonderful place to
work, a place where results are achieved and people thrive.
And it doesn’t happen organically. It’s called leadership and it
requires a a mix between a strong hand and a gentle touch.
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Section 3

Nourish Your Roots
We all want stuff. We want the world to be a better place, our
families to be healthy, our lives to be happy, our teams to be fun
and our careers to make the grade both financially and
personally. We want love, and intimacy. We deserve to want, it’s
our right to want better than what is. The day we stop wanting is
the day we die. Wanting is as human as breathing.
Then, there’s desperation. That’s like wanting gone mad.
Desperation isn’t a good place for any of us. It’s a Fight Flight
place where our nerves are freyed, our blood pressure is through
the roof, our immune system cries out for help and we usually
get addicted to bad habits just to survive. Nobody deserves to
be in desperation. Millions, no billions are in desperation in the
world, starvation is still the primary cause of child mortality. But
you, you? You can be desperate. If you loose your roots, you’l be
as desperate as that starving child. It’s a state that 70% of
corporate executives live in thinking it’s good, but it’s not.
Nourish your roots has three aspects.
• Want Stuff and know what that is
• Avoid Desperation
• Zone In - Refresh - Turn Up
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Section 4

Environmental Impact Study
We are the environment we create. Our desk top, our clothes, our

If we can’t manage our emotion we cannot manage our life,

brief case, our bedroom, our car. These are the second

career, family, money, sport, health or spirit.

environment we create and it often mirrors the internal
environment. Our inner-wealth.

So, the inner-environment is the first environment we must
consider when we approach a team bubble or group. What do

In the previous chapter I provided links to research that proves

we bring to the bubble in terms of the inner-environment we

the benefits of a view of nature in the environment outside of us.

carry into a room or team goal, nothing is more important.

This nature really impacts our thinking, but the greatest impact
on our thinking, health, productivity and stress reduction has yet
to be introduced.
Our Inner Environment is controlled not so much by what we

The Best Teams have four common themes for the innerenvironment of each individual. Those are:
• Gratitude (thankful for the opportunity)

think but how we think. The emotionally driven individual will

• Presence (know how to turn up - zone in)

have a turbulent inner environment. They will have moments of

• Certainty (where are we going and why)

peace, moments of drama, moments of passion and moments of

• Love (love the process of daily challenge)

pure anger and for some people this circus of emotion on a daily
basis is life itself. They will even fight to defend it.
And yet, nothing was ever achieved through the experience of
expressing random emotion, except in theatre and comedy and

My guess is that 100% of all team and business human problems
come from the lack of one or more of these four InnerEnvironment components in an individual’s day.

even there it is controlled and chosen.
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Section 5

Collaborations
in nature, everything collaborates, it has no choice. Simply, it’s
the law of nature, everything has a purpose. When I watch those
David Attenborough documentaries where lions kill gazelles I find
that whole dynamic somewhat confronting, but I am always
reminded, challenge is also the way of nature.
The dynamics of team collaboration are not always simple, but
we need to simplify them if we are to achieve something great in
our bubble. We could summarise this dynamic as follows:
Great teams have a purpose greater than the team
Great teams have a leader who adds value
Great teams have agreements on communication standards
Great teams accept diversity of emotion as essential but are
compliant to the leader’s call
Great teams set standards of participation and offer each other
early intervention for maintenance
Great teams give each other permissions for early warning...
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Section 6

Daily Growth
The single constant in all of nature is change. But that change is
not random or chaotic. The daily change we see in nature and

Signal

Cause

Remedy

Stress

Incompetence

Process

Conflict

Lost Vision

Focus

Illness

Stuck

Let Go

Domestic Pain

Energy

Turn Up at Work

Lack Collaboration

Leadership

Renew

Comfort

Complacency

Re-Vision

Results Down

Righteous

Small things

Fragmentation

Rotten Apple

Extract

Anger

Ambivalence

Evolve

amongst it’s specie is actually an ordered part of evolution. In
nature what doesn’t evolve, gets recycled. (dies).
Business people often forget this. People quite often think
chunky. They invest in change, then hope there’s none of it for
the next 12 months or more. This is really troublesome. Chunky
change leads to pain and waste.
Small increments in change are called, evolving. You hardly
notice they are happening. Like a child growing taller. Sometimes
the child has a growth spurt and that is painful in their bones, this
happens when daily change (evolve) stops for a while and then
has to do catch-up. (not the sauce)
So, daily growth in a team or individual means seriously constant
adaptability. What gets in the way of it is adhesion to the past
which usually attracts a tsunami. Adaptation on the other hand is
fun as long as it embraces the daily opportunities for learning
and iterative improvement. The opportunities are there once we
become aware (conscious) of the signals.
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Section 7

Turning Up 110% - Turning Off 110%
Most marriages that fail, fail because one or both people failed to
“turn up.” And yet, the effort put into the marriage is sometimes
extreme. So, turning up and effort are not the same thing. One is
a peaceful intensity, the other is a noisy “doing.”
Turning up 110% simply means that whatever you are turning up
for, is you 110% priority for that moment in time. Therefore, to
turn up for anything, whether it’s a meeting, a conference, a
conversation, dinner at home, play with the kids - the past fifteen
minutes can’t be of interest, the next fifteen minutes can’t be
distracting. We are going to discuss this at length because many
people mistake working hard on something as being the essence
of success in it, but working hard doesn’t always mean turning
up, and turning up 110% is the real ingredient that’s essential for
success in anything you do: work, love, play, sport or even
meditation.
Turning off 110% is the essence of recovery. Most people know
how to turn off 50% and so their sleep is not adequate, their rest
is restless, their time out is still half on and therefore there’s a fog
for life somewhere between turned up and turned off. It’s called
hard work and tired, and it leads to those age old words “I just
can’t wait for the weekend” There’s a better way....
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Section 8

Avoid the Squeaky Wheel Syndrome
All things in nature are interconnected. A tree doesn’t grow tall
without also growing roots deeper. Challenge in nature drives a
whole diversity of change, evolution. But human beings, we
seem to just want to put out fires. For example: if we have a
headache we take a pain pill but rarely, unless it’s a persistent
headache, do we question the cause. Maybe it’s dehydration, or
poor eye sight, or computer screen glare or worry. More likely we
wait until the problem is chronic before we deal with cause.
There are seven areas of life and sometimes we bounce from one
area to the next fixing problems to keep our life on track. Little do
we recognise that the perfect solution to a relationship challenge
might have disastrous results in our career or financial areas of
life. This is the squeaky wheel syndrome, over specialisation
leads to extinction. Instead, it’s wiser to recognise that these
compartments of life we define as separate, are not separate at
all.
This is a key ingredient of team and business development.
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Section 9

Your True Nature
We have the idea that there is one generic specie of human being
who could all benefit from the same diet, all respond the same to
different environments, all work the same under different
supervision and all learn the same way.
The ancient sciences of Eastern wellbeing disagree with the
premise that we are all the same. Their logic derives from nature:
All life in the entire universe is made up from five distinct
constituents: Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Ether. Everything has all
five but in varying amounts, Ie some have more Water than Air in
them, and that’s basically the difference between a rock and a
lake.
They also discovered that each constituent causes different
qualities to emerge: Fire changes things, Water Nurtures, Earth
consolidates and Air moves, Ether gives it all purpose.
We too have the five constituents in us and we have them in
varying amounts, and so, according to the science of Eastern
Wellbeing, our true nature depends on the proportions of Fire,
Earth, Air, Water and Ether we have in our body. Thus, we are all
the same, but different.
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Section 10

Grounding Yourself
Free radicals, oxidation, DNA mutation through virus,
Inflammation and acidity are running rampant throughout our
body’s, more than ever before in the history of human existence.
We’re evolving, but we’re not keeping pace with it. Life is being
extended but in a recent global study of 30-40 year old people
across a broad spectrum of social economics, we’re not
benefiting from the technological advances of our time in terms
of quality of life.

Using Grounding to Address Inflammation
Another simple lifestyle strategy that can help prevent chronic
inflammation is grounding or earthing. Stated in the simplest
terms possible, earthing is simply walking barefoot; grounding
your body to the Earth. Your skin in general is a very good
conductor, so you can connect any part of your skin to the Earth,
but if you compare various parts there is one that is especially
potent, and that’s right in the middle of the ball of your foot; a

Diabetes, depression, obesity, alcohol abuse and domestic

point known to acupuncturists as Kidney 1 (K1). It’s a well-known

violence are on the rise and one would think those would

point that conductively connects to all of the acupuncture

decrease with awareness and technological advances. One

meridians and essentially connects to every nook and cranny of

reason for this counter trend is that we’re becomming less and

your body. By looking at what happens during grounding, the

less grounded to the earth from which we derive life.

answer to why chronic inflammation is so prevalent, and what is

Foods are denatured and roads are paved in asphalt. Shoes are

needed to prevent it, is becoming better understood.

better than ever, more cushioned and better made but in the

When you’re grounded there’s a transfer of free electrons from

process less conductive from the earth. Maybe one huge solution

the Earth into your body. And these free electrons are probably

to a lot of social struggles and life quality for the emerging

the most potent antioxidants known to man. These antioxidants

generations is simply taking our shoes off and walking barefoot

are responsible for the clinical observations from grounding

on the grass for a few minutes a day?

experiments, such as beneficial changes in heart rate, decreased
skin resistance, and decreased levels of inflammation.
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Furthermore, researchers have also discovered that grounding
thins your blood, making it less viscous. This discovery can have
a profound impact on cardiovascular disease, which is now the
number one killer in the world. Virtually every aspect of
cardiovascular disease has been correlated with elevated blood
viscosity. It turns out that when you ground to the earth, your zeta
potential quickly rises, which means your red blood cells have
more charge on their surface, which forces them apart from each
other.
This action causes your blood to thin and flow easier. It also
causes your blood pressure to drop. By repelling each other, your
red blood cells are also less inclined to stick together and form a
clot. Additionally, if your zeta potential is high, which grounding
can facilitate, you not only decrease your heart disease risk but
also your risk of multi-infarct dementias, where you start losing
brain tissue due to micro-clotting in your brain.
(Read More on My Blog here)
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Section 11

Nature Deficit Disorder
There is a chronic global shortage of something that, if it
continues, could turn human beings into robots: nature.
Once, we used to till the soil with out hands, we had to know
nature because we depended on that awareness to survive - but
in some places around the world, Nature Deficit Disorder has
become chronic. Take the average New Yorker and their working
day in Manhattan. The closest thing they get to nature is the
Windows screen saver. There’s no way to look up through the
jungle of buildings, the parks are all too few and most of the
good ones are a jostled train ride away. It’s not easy but, as I
learned from my years living and working in New York, it’s
possible. The key? Awareness
Just being aware is enough. There are trees on 5th Avenue, and
florists, and there are green planter gardens on112th st. There is
a sky, there are birds. It’s not denatured. Buildings are nature but
we need to be aware. Nature Deficit Disorder affects busy people
who live in country towns surrounded by forests. Busy-ness - the
lack of awareness is the cause, not the city or town. (See Blog
Article on This)
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Section 12

Good Weather Reports
What’s it look like to be living and working in harmony with
nature? I mean how do you know when you’re on track and what
are the signals that show you that your process is working.
Here are just a few:
You’ll come home from work with more energy than you left with
in the morning
You’ll love what you do, and be doing what you love (no matter
what it is)
You’ll have an attitude of gratitude and when you catch a glimpse
of yourself in the reflection of a shop window, it’ll be the size of
your smile that’s most impressive.
You’ll feel challenged in your work and health ... always searching
for ways to do things different
You”ll value all seven areas of life equally and be working on
projects in each area
Your libido will be high
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Section 13

Tsunami Warnings
Twenty odd years ago I was standing at the kitchen sink dutifully
washing the dishes after the family dinner. My three kids were in
bed. My wife walked up to me, as I stood there with rubber
gloves on all soaked in suds and declared our marriage was over.
It hit me like a cement truck but in retrospect, I could have seen it
coming for years. The Tsunami warnings were there, I just
switched off the sound....
Here are just a few generic Tsunami Warnings for all sorts of
impending disasters:
• Dissatisfied with your work - angry at your boss
• Lost trust in domestic relationship
• Guilt and Fear driving decisions
• Uncertainty about the future
• Seeking Peace and becoming over protective
• Weight gain
• Shortness of breath
• Increasing frequency of un-wellness
• Big frequent Mood fluctuations (anger, sad, tired)
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Section 14

Clearing the Fog
It only takes a small glimmer of sunlight and a gentle breeze to
clear the fog in nature, and that’s about the best analogy for what
it takes to clear the fog in your mind.
A bit of sunlight, lets call that gratitude -appreciation and joy. A
gentle breeze means a change in activity.
Start your day with a clear mind by doing some thankfulness
exercises. Follow it by spending a few moments looking out on,
or playing around in, nature. It doesn’t take much.
A ten minute stretch during the day, standing outdoors and far
enough away from the smokers who’ve chosen to suicide will
make a huge difference.
Doing your exercise outdoors or at least near a view of nature,
take the scenic route to work instead of the ugly fast way, grab a
takeaway coffee and go sit under a tree or walk and talk your
next business meeting. It’s just so wonderful to clear the fog
being thankful, being outdoors. Take a break.
(Blog article about this here)
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Section 15

Understanding the Herd (leadership)
We started this chapter talking about bubbles, human bubbles
that form groups and teams where the environment inside the
bubble is different to the environment outside the bubble.
As individuals we have bubbles too. We call them our identity,
and they are constructed from our beliefs, values and
experiences. Basically, what most people call “Me.”
Leadership involves bringing a multiple diversity of bubbles
together into a merged and collaborative environment and
maintaining a common focus, common behaviour and common
standard of output, sometimes without a lot of permission to
intervene in matters that impact collaboration quality.
Some keys to great leadership are:
• Add Value - it’s not just a title
• Have realistic expectations of teams
• Seek balance not collusion
• Have the biggest vision
• Differentiate between Inspiring people and management
• Turn up without your own baggage (get your act together)
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Section 16

Interactive (only on Ipad)
Interactive 2.1 Relationships

Click the image to start movie if you are watching this on an Ipad and downloaded from Itunes
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Chapter 3

The Nature of
TeamWork
The collaboration of specie throughout nature’s
kingdom happens according to some basic and
absolutely transparent principles. In this chapter
we’ll explore building your team in harmony with
nature, building optimum communication and
sending the best outcome.

Section 1

Introduction
SECTIONS
1. Introduction

Teams function in nature. It is a fundamental requirement. Nothing is independent.
We too, like nature, depend on others. We have families, friends, work groups,

2. The Nature of Teams

sport teams and clubs. There are standards we create, expectations of behaviours,

3. Lowest Leads

outcomes and resolutions. When all the team are capable of meeting those

4. Setting the Team Standard

standards the team thrives. When a member elects to break the team agreement
then the team gravitates down to that member’s level.

5. Healthy Signals
6. Unhealthy Signals

The first thing to recognise in team dynamics relies on a standard and the
unspoken agreement each member submits to comply with it. The responsibility is

7. Communication

both within team ranks and by leadership and services to maintain that agreement.

8. Early Intervention

This standard includes the process and outcome the team aspires to achieve.

9. 5 Elements of Teamwork

The second nature based awareness is that a team is only as strong as its weakest

10.Turning Up

link. In business this means many things, but in short it refers to the ability of

11.The Gap - Complaints - Motivations
12. Energy Suckers
13. Frustra
14. Eyeballs

individuals to turn up. The premise of this is that adequate skill is achieved by
each individual to perform their function.
Finally, there is the human factor of interpersonal relationships and
communication. If one member of the family or team withdraws to a defensive
position or if a member becomes overtly on the offensive, the non compliant
individual will either cause their own outage or will drag the team down to a
standard way below the team potential.
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Section 2

The Nature of Teams
While an individual only has one set of arms and legs, a team can

You can draw inspiration for this vote, based on the simple

merge to create a powerful force as long as there is a

dynamics of a tree. The ground is usually the place where the

collaborative structure present.

tree is widest while the top of the tree is the most narrow. The

There are different evolutions of teams. Some are designed like
hunting packs, Wild and Dangerous because their work requires
significant red alert. There are more evolved teams that have a
Moral Code to preserve a standard like nurses and rescue teams.

base, you could say, is not very flexible, can stand the most
punishment and withstand the strongest attack, so, the base is
the most primal part of the tree. Teams at this level are hunt and
gather in wild places (like rugby fields and war zones).

There are Emotional Teams whose primary goal is to entertain us

You’ll see over the page a tree in all it’s beauty and I’ve simply

and produce magazines, movies and TV shows.

overlaid a hierarchy on that tree trunk to demonstrate what we’re

There are corporate teams whose mission it is to produce sales,

talking about.

build wealth and create Value. There are innovation teams whose

This seven layer hierarchy exists in all nature’s groups, whether it

mission it is to invent or re-invent the world or some fragment of

be a tree, a forest, a mountain or a herd of cattle. And most

it. Then, there are teams whose mission it is to inspire us, they

amazingly the shape of that pyramid is highly repetitive and is

have few real competitors, they are teams who create the future,

mirrored in the dimensions of the Great Pyramids of Egypt. Over

a future that was previously unimagined. And finally, there are

and over again the hierarchy of nature is repeated. It’s referred to

teams who do nothing except hold a philosophical mantra for

as the “one and the many.”

others, they bask in monasteries and pubs.
So, the first thing one needs to do is elect, in partnership with
others, the level of evolution that would be suitable for the team’s
objectives.
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Interactive 3.1 The Nature of Teams - Hierarchy
Love it
Inspire Teams
Innovative and
Adaptive
Emotional Creatives

Wild and Dangerous
Teams Down Here

Business Value

Its Moral and Heady
here

Section 3

Lowest Evolution Leads
The lower down nature’s hierarchy the more emotional noise the
team makes. That’s the fuel of wild and dangerous team Emotion. So, if a Wild and Dangerous team member becomes an
integral part of a Corporate Value team, then it’s more than likely
the whole corporate value team will drop to somewhere between
the Wild and Dangerous place and the Value Add Place. So, a
team really does need all the members to step up to the standard
that they vote for.
In the highest of team codes, like the Love It or Inspired, team
members who don’t comply, don’t last long. It’s a demanding
space to be. Lower down nature’s hierarchy the standards are
more flexible and as a result a wider diversity of communication
skill, self awareness and turning up are possible.
It’s a wonderful insight. There is no value in making standards
that aren’t needed and on the other hand it explains why people
like Steve Jobs, in an inspired business team, hired and fired
people who met the grade. His approach, although considered
unconventional, was essential for the standard of inspirational
product he was creating. This was not a value add team, it was
much higher than that.
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Section 4

Setting the Team Standard
All of nature is interconnected. We people often fragment our
lives into modules we can at least understand and organise.
These are the seven areas of life. For some unknown reason we
think these modules are separable, fragmented. But in reality
they are all one and absolutely inseparable.
So too a team includes these seven areas. Sometimes the team
agrees that one area is more important than the others and a
culture based on a hierarchy of values is created. This is fictitious
and highly dangerous in all but the most primal teams.
The financial strength of the team is as important as the spiritual,
social and mental strengths. If the team’s health drops to a low
level of evolution then it, like a team member who is at a lower
level, causes the whole other seven areas to operate lower.
It’s really just the law of averages. Everything averages to the
median so the lowest of the seven areas of the team, influences
the highest.
Take the test and find out where your team is currently sitting on
the seven levels of evolution.
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Wild and Dangerous Teams

Attitude
110% engaged when required. Go to Desperation. 100% results
based, process secondary
Diet
High glucose, Hi Gi, Meat Protien
Ideal For
Emergency, Physical Demands, War, high competition contact
sport
Potential Problems
On/Off switch can get broken, leading to addiction. Can fragment
life into compartments that cause problems
Ambitions
Single minded focus on task at hand. Usually sacrificial mindset
Some Examples
Soldiers, Rescue teams, Fire Fighters, Boxing, Rugby, Security
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Moral and Heady Teams

Attitude:
Moral high ground. Protect the innocent. Save the world. Right is
Right.
Diet
Plenty of carbohydrate. Hi Gi foods. Often involves allergies
Ideal For
Representing the rights and interests of others. Religious
leadership, save the planet.
Potential Problems
Righteous stand might not be accepted. Leads to depression,
addiction and eating disorders.
Ambitions
Protect the right. Represent the moral ground. Change the world,
Values based leadership, Engagement

Team agrees not to go below this line

Some Examples
Greenpeace, Industry bodies, boards of directors, school council,
local government, public service, interest groups
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Emotional Creative Teams

Attitude
Very need based, feelings and emotions a priority
Diet
From feast to famine. Medium GI. Drugs. Fast food or nothing
Ideal For
Entertainment, motivation, stimulating others, fun
Potential Problems
Lots of opinions, ideas are scattered, hard to lead to cooperation,
burn out, exhaustion, squabbles, in-fighting, self obsession
Ambitions
Most beautiful, most creative, applause, awards, thinking outside
the box, surprise and impress. Feel good

Team agrees not to go below this line

Some Examples
Magazine staff, stage show performances, dance, music,
photography, computer design, art collaboration
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Value Add Teams

Attitude
Highly process and results orientated. Knows what they want.
Focussed on many areas of life for satisfaction and fulfilment
Diet
Fish, Veggies, Medium GI, Stimulants, Health
Ideal For
Corporate teams, families, Non contact sports teams
Potential Problems
Lack skills to sustain, distracted by unfinished business,
resistance to constant change, old process keeps pulling down

Team agrees not to go below this line

Ambitions
Balanced life, wealth creation, family, do the right thing, success,
acknowledgement, social status, good life
Some Examples
Corporate Teams, Hockey team, National Government, families,
humanitarian groups
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Innovate and Adaptive Teams

Attitude
Desire to create something new, to leave a unique footprint
Diet
Low GI, small meals frequent snacks, health, fish, raw,
vegetables, juices
Ideal For
Research, Exploration, Pioneering, Invention, Creating new
industries, Futuristic design, ideas, innovation, think tanks

Team agrees not to go below this line

Potential Problems
Self sacrificial, off on a tangent, high cost low yield, not
commercial, too much process no result, easily disappointed,
Ambitions
To come up with a new way, new thing, new solution, new
technique, new innovation, save lives, reduce fuel consumption,
derive energy from renewable resources etc
Some Examples
Scientists, Advertising creatives, product development teams,
university research group, medical exploration, laboratory team
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Inspire Teams

Attitude
Choose to work on Changing the World
Diet
Similar to a rabbit
Ideal For

Team agrees not to go below this line

Breaking moulds set by convention, futurist, entrepreneurial think
tanks, product development, commercial genius, mentoring,
mastery sports, mind games, changing the way people think
Potential Problems
Needs big self discipline, high risk, needs certainty to overcome
criticism, doubt can sabotage, isolated and irrelevant. Tough love
high self management demands can be costly on family.
Ambitions
Break the mould, commercially create a better way, leave a big
footprint, genius, inspiration, non conventional
Some Examples
Steve Jobs top team, Olympic bid teams, venture capital teams,
first ascent teams, Richard Branson’s team. Turnaround Teams
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Attitude

Love it

There’s love in the air - a team of one
Diet
Air, water and whatever
Team agrees not to go below this line

Ideal For
Monks, philosophers, Guru’s, Philanthropists, Hippies
Potential Problems
100% process no result, delusion, self doubt, wanting to change
things, lack of resources, isolation.
Ambitions
Global humanity, Non violence, Love
Some Examples
Buddhist monks in caves, Yogis, university philosophers, poets,
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Section 5

Healthy Signals
It doesn’t matter whether it’s a primal team or a sit down all day
love it team, there are the same signals that come from the team
when things are healthy.
Those signals are important. Firstly because they allow early
intervention if things are not good and secondly, it helps team
members get their expectations right and enjoy their work.

Signal

Reflects

Gratitude

Focus on Small Important things

Challenged

Continuous Improvement

Certainty

Good Clear Future Confidence

Presence

Adequate Intensity to Reduce Error

Purposeful

Everyone Pulling in the Same
Direction

Competitive

Breeds Self Motivation

Not Overtired

Good Skills

A Few Laughs

Good Leadership

Intensity

Puts the Team on the Same level

Results

Perfect Measure of the Above
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Section 6

Unhealthy Signals
It doesn’t matter whether it’s a primal team or a sit down all day
love it team, there are the same signals that come from the team
when things are not healthy.
Those signals are important. Firstly because they allow early
intervention because things are not good and secondly, it helps
team members get their expectations right and enjoy their work.

Signal

Caused By

Ingratitude

Lost focus on process/results

Complacency

Poor Leadership

Doubt

Individual rather than team focus

Emotional Outbursts

Incompetence at Job/ potential health
and team sabotage

Self absorbed

Not Really Turning Up

Not Competitive

Disengagement/ not invested

Overtired

Incompetence at Job/ potential health
and team sabotage

Dull or Negative Mood

Early stages of stress/depression

Obesity

Domestic Struggles - distractions

Faction fighting

Lost Vision, Inspiration or Purpose
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Section 7

Communication
Each of the seven team levels have different expectations of
communication. It’s important to decide what is appropriate for
your team evolution.

Team

Communication Overview

Wild and Dangerous
Teams

+ Camaraderie, got each other’s back, trust
each other, open, logic

All good teamwork requires communication. We don’t have to

- Get tangled in each others business, anger,
hate, rage, violent, reject

like everyone on the team as a friend, but friendliness is essential
for good communication.

Moral and Heady
Teams

There are many different standards of communication. Each has

- Compliance demanded, rejection,
judgemental, secrets, back stabbing

it’s benefits and drawbacks. There is no “perfect” communication
however, there are certain requirements at each team level that, if
not met, the team will be unable to achieve its results.

Emotional Creative
Teams

process with the depth of the desired results.

Value Add
Teams

communication. For example, Authenticity... this is positive

Innovator
Teams

because people do not waste energy on faking engagement. But

can hurt.

+ Free thinking, diverse ideas, always new,
receptive, no bull
- Easy rejection, huge investment, demands
priority, burnout, specialisation

the downside is rudeness, political incorrectness or lacking
compassion. It might result in simple and raw honesty, and that

+ High motivation, valued contribution, valued,
turn up, open minded, exploratory
- Power struggles, leader dependent,
opinionated, demanding, unforgiving

Now, what is really important to understand here is that there
cannot be a positive side without an associated negative side to

+ Stimulating, expressive, encouraging, non
logic, creative, fun, rewarding
- Needy, emotionally vulnerable, self
obsessed, temperamental, easily disengaged

To a certain extent, communication is the process, while vision
and goals, objectives are the result. The ideal is to marry the

+ Feels good, warm, like minded, friendly,
accepting, easy to be involved

Inspired
Teams

+ Opens an incredible human capacity,
Tough love - no room for distraction, error 58
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Section 8

Early Intervention
When an individual in a team drops below the elected line of

For the Wild and Dangerous teams this intervention is quite

engagement trouble starts to brew. Firstly, in the form of

natural. There is not a huge ego investment in being a great

distraction to other team members and secondly, to the capacity

communicator, and so, if there’s a chance to improve, most

of the leader to get that individual either back on board or out on

people in these teams welcome the heads-up. But that openness

compassionate leave.

gets less and less and less as we rise up nature’s heirarchy.

So, the earlier the intervention for a team member who has

As we rise up in group evolution, we also rise in complexity and

slipped off the standard, for example, someone who is exhibiting

people usually handle complexity by creating clarity. One of

any of the negative signals, the better.

those clarity creating tools is a strong identity based on fixing

The ideal early intervention is one that’s below the radar. For
example a work colleague might tap another on the shoulder and

ideas and beliefs. So, early intervention is often more welcome
lower down in team evolution structures.

bring their attention to a communication issue. It’s a gentle tap,

Therefore, the skills required for early intervention at a colleague

and if it’s done well, the early intervention can save a huge time/

to colleague level, even when permissions are given, rise as the

life/work wastage.

team’s evolution rises. Coaching skills at both mentor level and

Every day we spend off track, below the bar, takes us two days

peer level are therefore more critical as teams evolve.

to recover. Stress is cumulative. So early intervention is a great

Here is an exceptional article on My Blog on Conscious

way to save cost, life, energy and time.

Conversations - a masterful insight into team communication. Dr

What’s needed for early intervention is permission. Team
members need to give and take permission to intervene when
standards of communication or performance drop, long before

Lou Cox is a colleague of mine and he used this process to weld
back together the Bon Jovi Band after their split. There’s an
amazing documentary available online about this.

the team leader or external environments recognise there’s a
problem.
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Section 9

5 Elements of TeamWork
We can break down the whole of nature, (in fact the entire
universe, but lets not get distracted) into five elements of nature.
They are: Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether.
Everything contains varying amounts of all five. For example a

Element

What it Represents in a Team

Ether

Big picture, vision, inspiration and Purpose

Air

Connecting the diverse elements of success,
communication and networks

Fire

Motivation, marketing, sales, change

Water

Human resource development, security,
humanitarian, compassion, workplace

Earth

Finances, logistics, planning, focus, product,
results

Element

KEYWORD

Ether

WHY

Air

HOW

Fire

WHEN

Water

WHO

Earth

WHAT

rock has allot of Earth, but even the driest rock, has water, fire,
air and ether.
Although in the simplest definition we can take these five
elements of nature literally, it’s more valuable to witness what
they represent and then see that these five elements are in each
of us (to varying degrees) and in our teams (to varying degrees).
It’s really important to recognise the importance of all five
elements of nature in a team because this represents the true
diversity we need to have for a fully productive and functional
group. Very often the term diversity gets applied to ego or
identity or some other barometer of human investment, but the
real diversity are in the five elements of nature, and every team
must have all five, even in a team of two.
First up, lets look beyond the literal interpretation of the five
elements of nature and seek out their true meaning.
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So in a healthy team, all five elements of nature will be at play.

of launching a new product into an existing market. What will be

This means that there will be competing objectives in any team.

needed for this? Well the Air element will be strong because

For example if one were to ask a team to improve the company

significant communication will be needed. Fire will be strong

profit, each element of nature, would approach the same

because significant change and marketing is needed. And some

outcome with a different process.

ether will be strong because it’s all new and so the vision is really

Understanding each other from nature’s point of view demands

key to establishing the opportunity.

that we see past the words we speak or appearances we might

But once the product is launched, the team will quickly change

represent and understand human nature from a far more diverse

shape. Less air will be needed and certainly less ether. Water will

and powerful perspective.

become stronger as the need comes to sustaining the human
investment and of course Earth will become stronger to measure

Dominant Element

TEAM

Ether

Vision, Purpose, Strategy

results and keep track of performance.
Teams are made up of people and each individual in the team
brings their own predetermined mix of the five elements of nature

Air

Communication and Training

Fire

Marketing and Sales

Water

Human Development (HR)

in themselves. There are earth predominant people who thrive on
facts and logic, great managers. There are water predominant
people who thrive on human care and development. There are fire
people who love change and technology. There are Air people
who multi skill and just love to be in networks, around people and

Earth

Accounts, Management, Finance

communicating. And there are ether people who are often
happiest on a beach or at a window on the world contemplating

There is a cautionary note here. Every team has all five of nature’s

and dreaming the future. Each person has all five of nature’s

elements in it. What we’ve emphasised here is that specific teams

elements but we all seem to have more of one than the others.

have dominant elements in them.

This science dates back 5,000 years and is explained more fully

Teams can also shift their function and as they do, so too will the

in our BE in YOUR ELEMENT BOOK available for download here.

dominant element of nature. Say for example a team has the job
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Section 10

Turning Up
There’s a complete chapter in the book about this on a personal

unsustainable and incredibly energy draining, so it might be great

level, so here we will focus on Turning Up at a team level.

for a few moments on the rugby field, or for an emergency out in

There are seven levels of teams, so there are seven levels of
Turning Up and this is why the topic can be a little confusing. I
hope I can briefly distill it in the context of nature.
Nature seeks a balance in everything, so a storm, for example, is
just nature’s way of seeking balance. When things come to
balance, even for just a few seconds, we call it, turning up.
In human language the storm is an elation, to balance it we have
a depression. In between elation and depression there’s “turning
up.” Putting it another way, there’s a moment somewhere
between the past and the future called NOW. When you are in
the NOW, present moment, you turn up.
What is unique about this space is that there’s no emotion. That’s
what differentiates it right throughout the whole hierarchy of
teams. The Wild and Dangerous team have huge swings of
emotion and quite often the emotional high is a real stimulant to

the heat of battle, but to run a business, or be in a high
performance team that requires both physical and mental
presence, it’s just plain unhealthy.
So, a team needs the skill to turn up more and more so as the
consciousness of the group rises to “Add Value” or “Innovate.”
At this level swings of emotion turn to exhaustion, burnout,
stress, relationship breakdowns and health problems.
So, in short, Turning up for a team in the “Moral Heady Space”
maybe a duty that’s required three or four times a week. But for
those in the “Value add” area, it will be required 50% of their day.
This matter also translates to domestic relationships. You will
remember from previous chapters that an individual gravitates to
their lowest area of life, so, turning up is not just about time
management and personal quality control at work, it is a whole of
life requirement.

performance at an aggressive, demanding level. “when the going
gets tough, the tough get going.” But this emotional high is
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There are many books written on the “Power of Now” including

highest value is my family, so as long as what I do at work doesn’t

most Zen books. But I’m not impressed with any. Let me explain

screw that up, it’s ok. But it is not ok.

the reason why I’m not impressed, please.

There is no real hierarchy of values for anyone other than the

For the past 50 years of teamwork science the authors and

“Wild and Dangerous Team” or the “Moral and Heady Team” who

educators have been operating on a half truth premise. In other

deal with their troubles by firefighting them. Everyone else clearly

words they have been selling technology to the Wild and

has seven areas of life that are all equally important. This is

Dangerous, and “Moral and Heady” teams.

proactive self awareness. A serious relationship problem, or a

This is the basis of their myth. They suggest that if you join a
team at work and embrace a team value such as authenticity or
empowerment there is no consequence that matters, outside the
team bubble. The truth according to Nature, is very different.
Authenticity needs Inauthentic to be a balanced experience. So,
the more authentic we become in a team, the more inauthentic
we will become in one of the other six areas of life, or even within
the company under different observation.
The same goes for the team value of empowerment. Nobody
considered, when implementing team values, that empowerment
must have its correlate opposite, disempowerment. For example
an individual might feel empowered in their team but
disempowered in their personal relationship. The more
empowered we become in one area, the more disempowered we
become in another.

health problem for a “Value Add’ team member will seriously
affect their ability to Turn Up for the team. (it also affects other
team levels but the lower levels of team don’t need to turn up as
much so the impact is less noticeable)
Turning Up is not just a mental thing. Here are just a few of the
variables that can be used to increase the frequency of turning up
at work.
Breathing Patterns

Time in Nature

Posture

Relationship

Diet

Health

Sleep Quality

Clothing

Exercise

Environment

Grounding

Hydration

The solution to this quite obvious flaw in teamwork was to create
a hierarchy of values. Then, team members might say, “my
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1. Breathing Patterns

8. Relationship

There is no doubt that breathing patterns can influence your

There’s a whole host of information on my Relationship Blog

ability to turn up faster than any other skill. (Blog Article here)

9. Health

2. Posture
Bad posture, from sitting too long, standing incorrectly or even
uneven foot pressure changes mindsets and can be the root

It’s hard to do good if you don’t feel good. Here’s a few tips about
how easy that can be - How Jogging Can Kill You (Blog Article
Here)

cause of emotions that distract us from Turning Up. (Blog Article

10.Clothing

Here)

When you feel good it’s easier to turn up. Appearance is a vital

3. Diet
A “Mackers” for lunch or fruit for breakfast are both going to

key in the process of turning up.. If you have an ipad you’ll love
this free Ibook

mess with your capacity to turn up. Hi Gi foods stimulate emotion

11. Environment

both elation and depression. (Blog Article Here)

Biophilia is the science behind innerwealth and creating

4. Sleep Quality
Sleep Deprivation can cause Diabetes, obesity, memory loss and
even death.. (Blog Article Here)
5. Exercise
6. Grounding

environmentally friendly work spaces. The use of nature has an
amazing impact. (Blog Article Here)
12. Hydration
95% of people who work indoors with air-conditioning, are
dehydrated. Dehydration can really impact your brain, mind,
nerves and long term health. Does coffee dehydrate you? Find
out here (Blog Article Here)

There’s an incredible opportunity to become more present, more
energised and more healthy, just by walking in bare feet. (Blog
Article Here)
7. Time In Nature
Just a walk in the park can bring you back to Turning Up more
often (Blog Article Here)
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Section 11

The Gap - Complaints - Motivations
There’s a Gap between where the team is, and where the team

and righteousness. Where the thankfulness is replaced simply by

wants to be. The wider that GAP the more motivated the team

a sort of individual desire to achieve at any cost.

needs to be.

The GAP is a really important element of team building. Setting

Now this presents us with a dilemma. On the one hand we are

clear expectations of the difference between what is and what

willing to recognise that there’s a GAP between where the team

can be. And yet, a team that’s always ambitious will end up

is and where it’s going, and on the other hand we’re

confused.

acknowledging that the best teams are thankful for what they’ve
got.

The key? Constant reminders about the difference between
process and outcome. Once outcome is set, process becomes

A team that is always looking at where they are not, will be an

the key, and that process includes appreciation for the team’s

ungrateful team and ungrateful teams are really miserable. They’ll

merits, it’s assets, capacities and camaraderie.

be ambitious, which is the good news.

This is the delicate balance a leader needs to understand and

Alternatively there are teams who are really thankful for what

integrate in the team. Awareness of the GAP so the focus

they’ve got. These teams are vulnerable to competitors.

remains ambitious, and yet, grateful for the team, and the

So can a team be thankful and ambitious at the same time?
It’s a delicate balance. You’ve no doubt witnessed people who
are so thankful for getting a role on a team and are really humble
and appreciative, they take direction and put in the hard yards

opportunity to be on it.
Remember, teams are measured by their achievement of the
GAP and yet must remain grateful for the journey and it’s impact
on all seven areas of life.

but then, we’ve all seen that gratitude collapse into resentment
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Section 12

Energy Suckers
This conversation does not include “Wild and Dangerous Teams”
Energy Suckers

If you or any member of the team you are in goes home with less
energy than you came to work with in the morning, energy
suckers are at work in your day.
There are things that build energy, like Gratitude, Presence,
Certainty and Love.
There are things that definitely suck energy and to tolerate those
is a real slap in the face of those you go home to after work. If
you let work suck your energy and go home tired what sort of
respect is that for those at home? You suck their energy to
recover in time for work the next day?
Going home from work tired once in a while is inevitable, but
regularly, that’s no good. Consider that you’d start getting tired
by mid day, then the afternoon you’ll be 50% turning up, living off
coffee and sugar.
So, it’s my opinion that we business people owe it to those we
love to manage our business day to avoid Energy Suckers...

Negative People
Doubt about the Future
Ingratitude
Adrenalin Demanding activity
Hi GI Food
Lack of Nature in Workplace
Too Much Emotional Rhetoric
Not Eating Regularly
Sleep Deprivation
Lack of Exercise
Lost Vision
Dislike and Resentment of Work
Nervous Stress
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Section 13

Frustra
Nature never grows in straight lines. She grows in cycles. Teams
grow in cycles too.
Sometimes its the season of recovery, sometimes it’s seriously
time for accelerated growth, sometimes it’s time for renewal and
sometimes, it’s time to shed the past. There’s a season for
everything and teams are wise to grow in harmony with these
changing seasons.
Frustra are the lines the demarkate the past and the future and
the best way to recognise these is by frustration. That’s the
experience a team has just before a growth spurt. It requires
great leadership to get a team through a frustra because in that
time individuals quite often put the brakes on and go to ground
to make it safe.
The important thing here is that teams need to have realistic
expectations of the seasons of growth, stability, shedding and
turnaround.
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Section 14

Eyeballs
We all work differently, and yet, for Eyeballs to exist, there must
be an assumption that we don’t. Eyeballs is based on the
premise that we all work at the same pace, in the same way, wth
the same idiosyncratic responses to stimuli.
Eyeballs refers to the boss monitoring what time people leave the
office. Now, for Wild and Dangerous teams this is essential
because there is so much emotional,

In business, there still exists an amazing phenomenon dating
back to the prehistoric era of human development. This
phenomenon is called eye-balls.
It’s been reported to exist in Australia, England, America, Canada
most European countries and Asia. Eyeballs.
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